Greenfield 2018 Capital Improvements Program
The Capital Improvements Program (CIP) purpose is to provide recommendations to the town’s Select
Board for consideration as part of the annual budgeting process. The Planning Board or a committee of
its members is charged with that task under New Hampshire RSA 674:5-7 and conducts a CIP every two
years.
The Greenfield Planning Board has defined a capital project as one that is projected to cost at least
$5,000 and is depreciable over its life span. A survey of department heads along with personal
interviews reveals those projects over the next ten years they feel are most important. The Planning
Board then further rates each project as urgent (U), necessary (N), deferred (D) or committed (C) which
means that the project is in progress.
Information that follows includes Planning Board recommendations for addressing the town’s
immediate and future needs. This list will primarily have specific items that address long term planning
by suggesting realistic, annual funding of key Capital Reserve accounts.
Appendix spreadsheets for each department list all projects discussed with Department heads. While
projects may not be specifically mentioned as Planning Board recommendations, it does not diminish
their importance nor does it preclude individual department heads from presenting their case before
the Select Board.
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Completed 2016 CIP Projects

1. Replace 1985 Pumper
2. Replace Dodge Forestry truck
3. Replace 1998 Ford Ambulance
4. Replace 1989 Chevrolet Utility
5. Replace unusable extrication device
6. Replace outdated cardiac monitor
7. Acquire extractor washing machine
8. Build turnout gear locker room
9. Replace air pack bottles
10. Replace propane stove and water heater
11. Repair library foundation leak
12. Repair DPW roof leak
13. Replace International 6 Wheeler
14. Annual road paving – 2016
15. Annual road paving – 2017
16. Pave portions of Recycling Center road
17. Purchase paper compactor
18. Replace 2011 Police vehicle

Acquired 1993 Ladder truck
Acquired New Boston brush truck
Acquired 1999 New Boston Ambulance
1998 Ambulance becomes Utility vehicle
New Jaws of Life purchased
Modern monitor purchased
Extractor purchased
Room built with volunteer labor
Acquired used air packs with 10 yr remaining life
Done
Done (2017)
Metal roof installed (2016)
Used 2010 Freightliner 6 wheeler purchased (2016)
Russell Station paved
Slip Road partially paved, Knotwood paved
Hill and portions of entrance and exit paved (2016)
Compactor installed
2017 Ford SUV purchased

In addition to the above projects, and with overwhelming voter approval, annual capital reserve funding
has been increased. This increase will allow Greenfield alternatives when determining how future
project costs will be funded.
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2018 CIP Vehicle/Equipment Projects
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Planning Board Recommendation
Fund the following capital reserves annually:
Police Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund:

$15,000

Fire /Rescue Apparatus Capital Reserve Fund:

$70,000

Highway Equipment Capital Reserve Fund:

$70,000

The Police Department is on track for upgrading their vehicles with an overall objective of replacing one
vehicle every three years. The new SUV type vehicles feature 4WD for better maneuverability during
winter conditions and mud season. The capital reserve funding amount recommended should achieve
future tax impact leveling which is now financed by multi year lease/purchase contracts.
The Fire Department improved many aspects including more reliable vehicles and overall fire fighter
safety. These achievements were obtained with a combination of fund raisers, donations, capital
reserves, and lots of extra work by department personnel and auxiliary members. The replacement
vehicles, while better, were not anywhere close to being new. As such the age of the vehicle, rather
than its in service date for Greenfield, was the overriding fact when scheduling its replacement on the
department’s spreadsheet.
It should be noted that, even at annual capital reserve funding of $70k, the Fire Department projects will
not achieve tax impact leveling by CRF alone. The cost of new, and/or newer used apparatus
overwhelms the CRF. We cannot make up for all of the past lost opportunities in building reserves at an
appropriate level. Other fire departments undoubtedly will also be taking a closer look at the used
apparatus market as citizens adjust to “sticker shock” from fire apparatus manufacturers.
Future purchases for the Highway Department will face much of the same issues as the Fire Department.
As the fleet ages more dollars should be considered for the maintenance line item in the annual budget
if replacement of a piece of equipment does not look viable. Perhaps major overhauls to extend the
expected life should be investigated for some of the high dollar equipment. The Highway Department
CRF cannot be used for repairs as it is currently written.
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Police Department:

The above chart shows how tax impact leveling would be achieved with annual funding of the Police CRF at
$15k.
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Fire Department:

Additional notes:
1. While the chief would like to find a replacement tanker in 2017, he is inclined to wait until
the outcome of our application for a Federal program tanker is known.
2. In spite of losing our 1998 Tanker with its 2500 gallon capacity, Greenfield still has 3500
gallons it can bring to a fire split among the Ladder truck (1500), Engine (750) and the Brush
truck (1250).
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Highway Department:

The same discussion for the Fire Department regarding potential purchases more than five years out
also applies to the Highway Department. An evaluation of the line item’s condition should be taken
as that point in time gets closer.
The 1998 Trackless Municipal Tractor has proven to be unreliable when needed and a replacement in
2018 should be given the highest priority. The main function of the Trackless was snow removal
therefore a replacement should have a snow blowing attachment. A lease/purchase on near term
projects should be considered to allow annual capital reserve funding to grow for the more
expensive line items projected in 2022 and beyond.
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A combined look at future vehicle and equipment replacements indicates that some years could be
loaded with costs while others show no purchases. It should be noted that spreadsheet cells beyond
2021 representing acquisitions are merely a point in time and are based on typical useful life
expectancy of that particular line item. In reality, as that future date arrives, a decision will be made
on its condition and continued usefulness to the town. In any case the annual capital reserve
funding needs to happen in order that, whenever the acquisition is made, Greenfield is reasonably
prepared from a financial perspective. It will be up to the Town Administrator and Select Board to
determine how much, if any, of the purchase price will come from capital reserves with the
remainder financed by some form of lease/purchase arrangement.
Funding Fire and Highway capital reserves at $70k annually aids tax impact leveling but would not
provide for 100% leveling as the Police $15k annual capital reserve funding does.
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2018 CIP Buildings and Grounds Projects
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Planning Board Recommendation
Fund the following capital reserves annually:
Town Buildings Capital Reserve Fund:

$50,000

Library Buildings and Grounds Capital Reserve Fund:

$10,000

Recycling Center Capital Reserve Fund:

$10,000

Positive steps are being undertaken to address long standing issues with town facilities not the least of
which is Greenfield’s most prominent feature, the Meeting House. Stain glass windows are crumbling
under their own weight, water leaks into the basement, some timbers in the steeple are showing rot
from years of rain water leakage, and outdated wiring are some of the issues that need to be addressed.
A 501(c)(3) organization (Greenfield Community Improvement Association) has been formed with the
purpose of raising funds to help pay for correcting the many problems. An LCHIP grant application has
been submitted to fund an engineering study of the building’s condition, determine corrective action
and solicit bids for necessary repairs.
Undoubtedly the amount needed just for the Meeting House will be a very large bill. Recent work done
on Hancock’s Meeting House and Francestown’s current restoration of its meeting house suggests that
figures approaching one million dollars are not out of the ballpark. A few years back, Acworth had its
church steeple completely removed for repairs and restoration. Figures for Greenfield’s Meeting House
restoration may not be known for some time. Setting aside $50k annually provide a head start on
whatever our “fair share” will be. It will probably take a combination of capital reserves, private
donations, grants, and fund raisers to meet our total obligation.
Another long standing problem of foundation leakage at Stephenson Memorial Library has been
addressed and hopefully solved. Two other key issues still remain: insulation problems in the ceiling and
more adequate climate control to protect the volumes and provide a better environment for patrons.
The library trustees have already had an expert study the issues and suggest solutions.
Concerns over patron safety and issues with using trailers for temporary storage have prompted a
number of projects proposed by the Recycling Center Supervisor. These plans merit an outside study to
determine best traffic flow, need for utility pole relocation/alternative lighting locations, best usage of
future excavated land, and sizing of storage containers to replace the trailers.
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Projects listed in the Gantt chart include those for Town Office (TO), Oak Park (OP), Department of Public
Works (DPW), Library (Libr), Recycling Center (RC) and Administration (Admin).
Several projects hold the promise of reducing Greenfield’s dependence on fossil fuels thus achieving in the
long run implementation objectives documented in the Master Plan updates of 2017. Replacing windows in
the Town Office, choosing an alternative to oil for heat at DPW, and the two Stephenson Library projects
could have a significant impact on annual oil/propane usage.
The Buildings and Grounds Manager has identified several maintenance issues at Oak Park coming under the
title “refurbish”. These issues include improving the track surface, repairing cracks in the tennis court surface,
establish a better base for the grass to grow in the baseball diamond and annual maintenance activities for
the playground area and the pavilion.
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Appendix:
Police Department
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Fire Department
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DPW – Vehicles
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DPW – Roads
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Building and Grounds
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Recycling Center
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Library
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Administration
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Town Clerk
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Greenfield Department Summary
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Conval School District
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